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Evaluation of speaker de-identification
based on voice gender and age conversion
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Two basic tasks are covered in this paper. The first one consists in the design and practical testing of a new method
for voice de-identification that changes the apparent age and/or gender of a speaker by multi-segmental frequency scale
transformation combined with prosody modification. The second task is aimed at verification of applicability of a classifier
based on Gaussian mixture models (GMM) to detect the original Czech and Slovak speakers after applied voice deidentification. The performed experiments confirm functionality of the developed gender and age conversion for all selected
types of de-identification which can be objectively evaluated by the GMM-based open-set classifier. The original speaker
detection accuracy was compared also for sentences uttered by German and English speakers showing language independence
of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction
Data de-identification is a process of data transformation that ensures their anonymity and thus enables
personal privacy protection. Methods of automatic deidentification of personal data have been mostly elaborated in the area of medicine but globalization of the
world and the information technologies broadened the
need for de-identification of general multimedia data in
the form of the text, image, video, or speech. From these
modalities the speech is the least investigated in the context of de-identification [1] though the methods of conversion between the voice of the source and the target talker
have been used for more than three decades [2].
Probably the first attempt to de-identify the voice
was combination of spectral transformation and prosodic
modification by the pitch-synchronous overlap and add
(PSOLA) algorithm [3]. A more elaborate approach
transforms the source speech of different persons in such
a way that it sounds as if uttered by the same target speaker. The output diphone-based synthetic speech
with the consistent duration characteristics regardless of
the input speaker and further extrapolation of the features derived from the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC) gave 100% de-identification rate by the voice
identification system based on Gaussian mixture models
(GMM) and 87.5% for the phonetic speaker identification
system [4]. The target speech synthesis was also used by
[5] where the intelligibility of the speech de-identified by
two methods was compared resulting in 33% average word
error rate for the speech synthesis system based on hidden
Markov models (HMM) and 21% for the diphone timedomain PSOLA synthesis system. The phase vocoder and

the standard vocal tract length normalization were used
to conceal the gender of the speaker [6] showing that
for such a de-identification system the preceding gender
recognition is necessary. Speaker de-identification gender
conversion was investigated also in [7] where the spectral
amplitude scaling was combined with the piecewise linear
transformation and the linear modification of the fundamental frequency (F0 ) giving 96.9% de-identification
accuracy by the speaker identification in the i -vector
space. The pre-calculated voice transformations based
on GMM mapping and harmonic plus stochastic models with the target synthetic HMM-based voice were used
for successful de-identification in the open set comparable
to the closed-set de-identification 87.4% open-set vs 91%
closed-set de-identification rate. The spectral envelope
conversion based on the time-varying frequency warping
combined with GMMs was used in [8] where the most appropriate target speaker is selected by adding the module
of GMM-based or i-vector speaker identification. Comparison of de-identification for the unauthorized subject
and re-identification for the authorized one gives higher
de-identification accuracy (90%) than the identification
accuracy of the speech re-transformed back to the original
speaker (87%).
In voice de-identification it is not advisable to transform a person’s voice to another person’s voice so that
this target person would not be falsely identified. The
transformed voice should not resemble any known voice,
so we decided not to apply training on the target voice.
In our experiment, we use simpler solution based on a
spectral transformation by frequency scale warping accompanied with a modification of prosody parameters.
Parameters of spectral and prosodic transformations are
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estimated according to the results of phonetic research
about age-related and gender-related changes in speaker
characteristics. Cepstral speech analysis is used to obtain the original speakers’ spectral properties which are
modified to get a de-identified speech. It is resynthesized
by the source-filter speech synthesizer with cepstral parameterization of the impulse response of the vocal tract
model [9]. Comparison of the obtained results with those
of the other authors using different methods for speech
parameterization, transformation, and resynthesis, is difficult to be done. Successfulness of different speaker and
voice transformation methods can be evaluated by objective or subjective criteria. The subjective ones consist of
the conventional listening tests. The objective approaches
comprise evaluation by numerical comparison of the determined differences between the spectral envelopes, the
spectral distances, etc. Such evaluation approaches are
often applied in the automatic speaker recognition yielding the final evaluation in the form of a recognition score
with predominant use of GMMs [10].
This work was motivated by two aims: to evaluate the
de-identification potential of the introduced transformation method and to find the alternative to the standard
listening tests. It is important in the cases when the test is
relatively difficult (only small audible differences could be
heard) or when there is a problem with its practical collective realization, etc. The main advantage of the proposed
GMM-based system is its automatic functioning without
human interaction and the possibility of direct numerical
matching of the obtained results using the objective comparison criterion. In practice, for a task of this type the
used speaker verification systems usually reject speakers
previously unknown to the system. In accordance with
general knowledge, also our GMM-based classifier for reidentification of a de-identified speaker was designed as
an open-set system.
The paper first describes the de-identification method
which changes the fundamental frequency and the frequencies in the first four formant areas for conversion of
the voice gender (male-to-female, female-to-male) and the
voice age (younger, older). This step is followed by the
functionality verification of the developed GMM-based
original speaker recognizer. The main recognition experiment consists of three basic tasks: evaluation of the influence of the cepstral parameterization and the speech
signal reconstruction without modification on the original speaker detection accuracy, detailed analysis for each
of the four de-identified voice types, and analysis of reversibility of the used de-identification method by the
inverse transformation after the first conversion to four
gender/age types. These experiments were first done on
the sentences from the database of Czech and Slovak stories and audio books (CZ&SK-DB) performed by professional actors. The obtained results were finally compared
with those achieved employing the sentences in a neutral speaking style from the Berlin Database of Emotional
Speech (Emo-DB) in German language [11] and the Texas
Instruments and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(TIMIT) database in English language [12].

2 Subject and method
2.1 Applied method of voice de-identification
In this paper we propose and apply four combinations
of spectral and prosodic modifications to de-identify the
speaker’s voice. The prosodic transformation comprises
modification of the fundamental frequency and the energy
of the speech signal. The spectral transformation is realized by expansion or compression of the speech spectral
envelope depending on the wanted increase or decrease of
formant frequencies. Apart from the formant frequencies
also their bandwidths are changed in the same direction,
which is consistent with physical properties of the human
vocal tract [13]. Short-time signal processing in equidistant time frames is performed first by the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) applied to each frame normalized by
the Hamming window. Then application of the inverse
fast Fourier transform on the log spectrum gives the real
cepstrum. Its limitation in the quefrency domain is transformed by inverse FFT back to the frequency domain to
get the log spectral envelope. The frequency scale warping
is created in such a manner that the new spectral value
at the frequency fin is equal to the original value of the
unwarped spectrum at the corresponding frequency fout .
For fout < fin the spectral value at fin corresponds to
the spectral value at lower frequency fout . Consequently,
the spectral envelope is expanded and the formant frequencies are raised. For fin < fout the opposite situation
arises, the spectral envelope is compressed and the formant frequencies are lowered. For this reason, the shift of
the nth formant between the de-identified and the original voice ∆Fn % at the frequency fin is evaluated as
∆Fn (fin ) =

fin − fout
100.
fin

(1)

The greatest difference in the identity of the speaker is
perhaps the difference in the gender. Although there are
gender-related differences in the fundamental frequency
of the vocal fold vibration, for the perception of the gender more important are the resonances of the vocal tract
because female speakers are perceived as female even with
the speaking fundamental frequency in the typical male
voice range [14]. A recent cross-cultural study comprising 700 men and women [15] has presented relationships
between the human body morphology and the voice parameters, among them also the fundamental frequency
F0 and the first four formants (F1 to F4 ). The ratio of
the mean values of these frequencies between females and
males yields 1.84 for F0 , 1.11 for F1 , 1.22 for F2 , and
1.17 for both F3 and F4 . From the published data we
can also derive mean border frequencies of the formant
regions: the highest F1 for women (F1max = 595Hz),
the lowest F2 for men (F2min = 1380 Hz), the highest
F2 for women (F2max = 2048 Hz), the lowest F3 for
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Table 1. Parameters for voice de-identification; mF 0 and mEn are output-to-input F0 and energy ratios, fs =16 kHz

Transformation
type/parameter
M →F
F →M
Older
Younger

mF 0
(-)
1.84
0.54
0.8
1.25

∆F1
(%)
+11
–10
–20
+25

∆F2
(%)
+22
–18
none
none

men (F3min = 2460 Hz), and the highest F4 for women
(F4max = 4317 Hz).
Identity of the speaker might be concealed also by
changing the apparent age of the speaker. The effect of
ageing on the speech of the same male and female persons
was explored by [16]. This phonetic research showed that
with increasing age there is a decrease in both F0 and
F1 for a female speaker and a decrease followed by an
increase for a male speaker at the age of about 85, while
there were no age-dependent differences for F2 and a
weak, but not significant increase of F3 in the majority of
the examined speakers. From the presented results follows
that F0 as well as F1 fall by about 10 % in the age
increase by 20 years and by about 20 to 30 % in the span
of 40 years.
All these data related to the pitch frequency and the
formants will be useful for design of the multi-segmental
function for the transformed frequency scale. The segments of this function are of two types: the first ones
correspond to the frequency regions of the formants Fn
with the constant formant shift ∆Fn defined by (1) related to a ratio of mean values of the formant frequencies
between the target and the original voice; the segments
of the second type represent connection between the adjacent formant regions by interpolation to prevent abrupt
changes in formant shifts throughout the whole frequency
range.
In the first segment the input frequencies are shifted
by ∆F1


∆F1
fout (fin ) = −
+ 1 fin
100
(2)
for 0 ≤ fin ≤ F1max .
The second segment connects the boundaries of the F1
and F2 areas
fout (fin ) = fout (F1max )+

2
− ∆F
100 + 1 F2min − fout (F1max )
fin
F2min − F1max
for F1max < fin ≤ F2min .

(3)

The third segment covers the F2 area with the shift F2


∆F2
fout (fin ) = −
+ 1 fin
100
(4)
for F2min < fin ≤ F2max .

∆F3
(%)
+17
–15
none
none

fc
(Hz)
8000 ( fs )
8000 ( fs )
1380 ( F2min )
1380 ( F2min )

mEn
(-)
1.2
0.56
1.1
0.86

The fourth segment represents the connection between
the F2 and F3 areas

fout (fin ) = fout (F2max )+

3
− ∆F
100 + 1 F3min − fout (F2max )
fin
F3min − F2max
for F2max < fin ≤ F3min .

(5)

The F3 and F4 areas with almost the same shift ∆F3
are concatenated


∆F3
fout (fin ) = −
+ 1 fin
100
(6)
for F3min < fin ≤ F4max .
In the last but one segment the formant shift gradually
decreases to zero at its end
fout (fin ) = fout (fbr ) +

fc − fout (fbr )
fin
fc − fbr

(7)

for fbr < fin ≤ fc ,
where fbr is the breakpoint frequency (F4max for gender
conversion or F1max for age conversion), and fc is the
cut-off frequency with the zero formant shift. In the whole
last segment the formant shift is zero
fout (fin ) = fin
for fc < fin ≤

fs
,
2

(8)

where fs is the sampling frequency.
The input parameters for these equations are resumed
in Table 1. The proposed de-identification system is
gender-independent so modification designated M → F
transforms the voice of a male to a female, and the voice
of a female to a high-pitched female or a child. Similarly,
F → M modification changes the voice of a female to
a male, and the voice of a male to a low-pitched male.
The system is also age-independent so Younger conversion may be applied to a young voice and Older conversion to an old one. The transformation functions of the
frequency scale together with the frequency-dependent
formant shifts are shown in Fig. 1. For speech resynthesis
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Fig. 1. (a) – frequency scale transformation function, and (b) – the corresponding formant shift using the data from Table 1
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the applied method of voice de-identification
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the two-step voice transformation process used for testing of de-identification reversibility

of the converted voices the source-filter model with cepstral parameterization of the vocal tract transfer function
was used in all cases [9]. The structure and the function
of the proposed de-identification system can be seen in
Fig. 2. Reversibility of the used de-identification method
can be tested by processing of the de-identified speech by
the transformation inverse to the first one, ie instead of
the ratios mF 0 , mEn , and the formant shifts ∆Fn shown
in Tab. 1 the following input parameters are applied

m′F 0 =
∆Fn′ =

1
,
mF 0
1
1+

1
m′En =
mEn
!

∆Fn
100

(9)

− 1 100

This two-step voice transformation process for testing
of de-identification reversibility is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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threshold
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the GMM-based classifier for identification of the original speaker from de-identified speech

2.2 Description of GMM - based speaker re-identification method
Principally, GMMs represent a linear combination of
multiple Gaussian probability distribution functions of
the input data vector [10]. The covariance matrix and the
vector of means together with the weighting parameters
must be determined from the input training data. For
the mixture of Gaussians the use of maximum likelihood
gives no closed-form analytical solution which would be
an ideal case.
Therefore, the expectation-maximization (EM) iteration algorithm is used for maximizing the likelihood functions [17]. Initial parameters for the EM algorithm are the
number of mixtures and the number of iterations. In general, elements of feature vectors could be correlated so
rather a high number of mixture components and a full
covariance matrix would be necessary for sufficient approximation. On the other hand, a GMM with a diagonal
covariance matrix is usually used in speaker identification
[10] due to its lower computational complexity. The GMM
classifier returns the probability score that the tested utterance belongs to the GMM model. In the standard realization of the GMM classifier, the resulting class is given
by the maximum overall probability of all obtained scores
corresponding to M output classes. This relatively simple
and robust approach is also used in our proposed original speaker identifier – see the principal block diagram in
Fig. 4. In the first step, the speech spectral and prosodic
features are determined from the tested utterance of the
original or the de-identified speaker. The analysed input
sentence is processed in frames so finally we obtain P feature vectors corresponding to the number of frames in the
input sentence. The feature vectors obtained in this way
are further processed in the speaker recognizer block using the GMM models that were trained on the data of the
feature vectors from the original speakers’ sentences. The
output scores are next processed to determine the maximum overall probability in the discriminator block where
one of M output classes is assigned to each of P vectors. Then, the class distribution based on histograms is

constructed and the maximum occurrence is determined.
The final classification block works with M + 1 output
classes – a virtual class called Not defined is added to
the basic closed set of M speakers to create an open-set
speaker identifier. The classification strategy is based on
a consideration that when the class distribution is relatively flat (without a dominant class), the whole tested
sentence is classified as Not defined.
MFCC coefficients together with prosodic parameters
are often used in speaker recognition systems [18] which
can also be used to check the de-identification performance. However, because of our previous good experience, different types of speech features comprising basic and supplementary spectral properties complemented
with supra-segmental parameters were used in this experiment for GMM creation, training, and classification.
These speech features have been successfully used in the
GMM-based evaluation of emotional style transformation [19], the text-independent original speaker recognition from the emotionally converted speech [20], and the
speaker gender and age classification after voice conversion [21].
The speech signal analysis is performed as follows: After segmentation of the input sentence the fundamental frequency is determined. From the windowed speech
frames the smoothed spectral envelope and the power
spectral density are computed for further determination
of spectral and prosodic features. The basic spectral features comprising the first two formant positions with their
ratios and the first four cepstral coefficients are used here
together with the statistical features determined from the
spectral envelope: tilt, spread, and centroid. The used
supplementary spectral features are harmonic-to-noise ratio, spectral flatness, and spectral entropy [22]. Amongst
the prosodic parameters, the differential F0 contour,
zero-crossing rate, jitter, shimmer, etc., are determined.
Every vector of P speech features is subsequently processed to obtain NF EAT representative statistical values
used in the GMM classification process.
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duration of 500/400 seconds for male/female voices. The
speech material was processed per frames with the duration selected in correlation with the speaker’s mean F0 .

3 Material, experiments and results
3.1 Used speech material

The main speech corpus CZ&SK-DB used for GMM
3.2 Description of performed experiments and obtained
training and testing consists of declarative sentences origresults
inating from stories and audgio books uttered without
emotional arousal by 10 male and 10 female professional
The functionality of the proposed age and gender deactors in Czech and Slovak languages with the duration identification is verified by the developed GMM-based
from 0.5 s to 8.5 s. It is divided into two parts: the first, original speaker recognizer. Then, the main comparison is
consisting of 89/79 sentences from M1-5/F1-5 speakers, performed consisting of the GMM re-identification of the
includes the basic speaker classes in all comparison ex- original speaker from the sentences with the applied voice
periments. This basic part of the speech database was de-identification. For the best performance of the GMMoriginally collected for the experiment with GMM-based based original speaker recognizer, two classification tasks
speaker gender and age classification after voice conver- were performed:
sion, presented in [21]. The extendged second part of the (1) Ability of the tested GMM classifier to detect the
whole CZ&SK-DB database consists of another 85 senspeakers who had been included in the basic groups
tences from 5 male and 5 female speakers in the classes
of the originals (sentences Orig1 − 5 from the speakM6-10/F6-10 which were used for testing of the Not deers M 1 − 5/F 1 − 5 ),
fined speaker group class. Apart from categorization by
(2) Analysis of the sentences N orig1−5 from the speakers
the gender, the speakers whose speech is stored in this
who had not been included in any of the basic groups
database can also be categorized by the age into the
of the originals (M 6 − 10/F 6 − 10 ) and should be
young/adult/senior voice classes. The basic speakers’ paclassified into one resulting output class called Not
rameters the gender/age type, the mean F0 value, and
defined.
the total duration of all included sentences are presented
The main original speaker re-identification experiment
in Table 2. The sentences of the basic M1-5/F1-5 classes
was
based on analysis of sentences with gender and age
were processed using four types of voice de-identification
transformation
applied on the original male and female
methods: M → F , F → M , Younger, and Older, further called V tran1 − 4 . Subsequently the transforma- speakers. The reversibility of the de-identification method
tion using the inverse parameters (9) with the same algo- for the authorized user knowing the transformation parithm as the forward transformation was applied (called rameters was tested by the inverse transformation followIvtran1 − 4 ). Finally the original speech signal without ing the forward voice transformation and further classimodification was re-synthesized for comparison (called fication of the resulting speech signal. For comparison,
Resyn0 ). The structure of the speech corpus, the compo- each of the four types of de-identified signals was inversesition of the speakers, and the recording time durations in transformed using all four types of voice de-identification
the CZ&SK-DB are similar to those in the German Emo- methods. First, only the sentences resynthesized without
DB (100 sentences with total duration of about 400/350 s modification were tested and classified to know the influfor male/female voices) being a free public database from ence of the speech reconstruction method and its cepstral
which only the sentences in a neutral speaking style ut- parameters on the original speaker detection accuracy.
tered by 5 male and 5 female speakers were extracted. Five types of analysis and comparison were carried out:
The TIMIT speech database in English is often used for • detailed analysis of the GMM original speaker detection accuracy from the sentences with applied sole
recognition/identification comparisons. It consists of senresynthesis (Resyn1 − 5 for male/female voices)-see
tences in a neutral style only, so it is taken for the seca summary bar-graph for both genders in Fig. 5(a),
ond comparison with the CZ&SK-DB. As in the case of
the Emo-DB, we chose 100 sentences uttered by 5 males • analysis of the original speaker detection accuracy for
and 100 sentences by 5 female speakers with the total
each of the four transformed voice types (merged with
Table 2. Male and female speakers’ age types, mean F0 , number of sentences, and their mean durations (CZ&SK-DB speech corpus)

Voice/Speaker

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

Age type-M
F0 mean (Hz) -M
Number/Dur(s)

young
133
30/90

adult
117
20/80

senior
132
15/60

senior
98
9/55

adult
103
15/100

adult
88
20/80

adult
119
15/85

adult
112
21/120

senior
97
12/70

young
111
17/90

Age type-F
F0 mean (Hz)-F
Number/Dur(s)

young
228
18/60

adult
215
30/70

adult
177
8/55

adult
198
8/60

adult
207
15/60

senior
170
15/60

senior
165
18/80

adult
195
17/75

senior
150
15/65

young
217
20/95
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Fig. 5. Graphical results of the main original speaker re-identification experiment: (a) – summary bar-graph for male/female voices after
applied sole resynthesis, (b) – summary box-plot of basic statistical parameters of the original speaker detection accuracy for male/female
voices
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Vtran1

Orig (Mean = 18.7500)
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MX0 (Mean = 27.9419)

Vtran1

Vtran2
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Fig. 6. Influence of parameters of transformations V tran1 − 4 on the resulting original speaker detection accuracy: bar-graph for the
speaker (a) – M1 and (b) – F5: used speaker models: original ( Orig ), modified by individual transformations ( M X1 − 4 ) and by all
transformations together ( M X0 )

Table 3. Partial results of the main original speaker re-identification experiment for male speaker M2 using the transformations
V tran1 − 4 and the sole resynthesis Resyn0

Type/Evaluated in %
Class2 Class4 not defined
V tran1
90
10
0
V tran2
100
0
0
V tran3
50
45
5
V tran4
100
0
0
Resyn0
100
0
0
Class1,Class3, Class5 – all zeros

Transformation

the sole resynthesis for comparison)-see partial results
for the speakers M2/F2 in Tables 3 and 4, and basic
statistical parameters of the results for both genders
presented in the form of a box-plot graph in Fig. 5(b),
• analysis of the resulting original speaker detection accuracy using GMMs re-trained with additional data
of speech parameters from the corresponding transformation (M X1 − 4 ) and from all transformations

Table 4. Partial results of the main original speaker re-identification experiment for male speaker M2 using the transformations
V tran1 − 4 and the sole resynthesis Resyn0

Type/Evaluated in %
Class2 Class5 not defined
V tran1
30
30
40
V tran2
17
80
3
V tran3
47
47
6
V tran4
90
10
0
Resyn0
100
0
0
Class1,Class3, Class4 – all zeros

Transformation

together (M X0 )-see bar-graph comparison of partial
results for speakers M1/F5 in Fig. 6 and summarised
mean values for all speakers in Table 5,
• analysis of reversibility of the used de-identification
method by inverse transformation after conversion to
four gender/age types-see partial results of the original speaker identification accuracy for male and female
speakers in Tables 6 and 7, and summary results for
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Table 5. Mean original speaker detection accuracy in % with standard deviation for different models; summarized for V tran1 − 4

GMM model type/
Male M1-5
Speaker group
Original
18.4 (12.6)
Modified by
MX1-4
34.6 (5.3)
MX0
22.7 (1.7)

Female F1-5

Total

18.8 (16.7)

18.6

40.9 (9.7)
25.1 (1.8)

37.8
23.9

The current realization of GMM original speaker detection was implemented in the Matlab environment, so the
re-identification phase could be real-time processed after
optimization and final use of the Matlab compiler.

4 Discussion of obtained results

The speaker detection accuracy from among of the five
basic classes of the original speakers Orig1 − 5 and the
sixth class Not defined for the N orig speaker was calculated in a simple way for each of the output classes
from XA sentences with the correctly identified original
speaker and the total number NU of the tested sentences
as (XA /NU ) × 100 (%). The basic functions from the Ian
T. Nabney N etlab pattern analysis toolbox version 3.3
[23] were used for implementation of the GMM functions.

The performed auxiliary analysis shows the importance of proper selection of input features for the GMMbased original speaker detection as well as correct setting
of a basic threshold for the open-set classification. The
best performance of the proposed GMM classifier was
achieved with the feature vectors formed by 16 speech
features containing the first four cepstral coefficients together with the spectral and basic prosodic speech features. The optimum basic threshold for the open-set classification was higher by 20% comparing to the basic level
given calculated as P/M . The best classification accuracy was achieved with 128 mixtures in combination with
the full covariance matrix in spite of higher computation
complexity than for lower number of Gaussian mixtures
and the standard simple diagonal covariance matrix.
The results obtained by testing the sentences of the
sole resynthesis showed that determination of F0 was
critical. For the precise and correct speech parameterization the resynthesized signal is very similar to the original
speech and the accuracy of the original speaker detection
approaches 100%-see Fig. 5(a). Otherwise, the original
speaker detection may decrease to the value lower than
50% due to the process of speech signal parameterization

Table 6. The best results of the original speaker detection accuracy obtained from the analysis of reversibility of the used deidentification method Ivtran1−4 together with the sole resynthesis
Resyn0 for the male speaker M5 (Class5)

Table 7. The best results of the original speaker detection accuracy obtained from the analysis of reversibility of the used deidentification method Ivtran1−4 together with the sole resynthesis
Resyn0 for the male speaker F4 (Class5)

four gender/age transformations together with the inverse ones and the resynthesis only (for comparison)
for all five male/female speakers in Table 8,
• final comparison of the original speaker detection accuracy for the utterances from CZ&SK-DB with the
results obtained for the utterances from Emo-DB and
TIMIT-see mean values of the achieved accuracy summarized in Table 9.

Type/Evaluated in %
Class1 Class4 not defined
Ivtran1
15
63
22
Ivtran2
0
100
0
Ivtran3
0
100
0
Ivtran4
0
75
25
Resyn0
0
100
0
Class2, Class3, Class5 – all zeros

Transformation

Type/Evaluated in %
Class5 not defined
Ivtran1
87
13
Ivtran2
93
7
Ivtran3
100
0
Ivtran4
93
7
Resyn0
100
0
Class1 to Class4 – all zeros

Transformation

Table 8. Mean original speaker detection accuracy in % with standard deviation for transformations, their inversions, and resynthesis

Speaker/
M →F &
transformation type F → M
Male Orig1-5
67.2 (11.8)
Female Orig1-5
73.6 (22.2)
Total
70.4

F →M &
M →F
73.1 (15.9)
75.1 (22.3)
74.1

Younger &
Older
88.9 (12.4)
78.0 (20.5)
83.45

Older &
Younger
62.2 (19.9)
77.1 (18.4)
69.65

Resynthesis
only
87.1 (12.5)
92.2 (13.1)
89.65
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Table 9. Mean original speaker detection accuracy in % with standard deviation for de-identification types and speech databases

Database/
M →F
transformation type
CZ&SK male
5.1 (8.6)
CZ&SK female
5.2 (9.5)
Emo-DB male
6.2 (4.8)
Emo-DB female
11.4 (18.9)
TIMIT male
2.6 (4.2)
TIMIT female
13.9 (15.7)
Total
7.40

F →M

Younger

Older

Total

17.9 (13.8)
14.1 (13.3)
6.6 (7.6)
12.7 (16.4)
12.6 (16.2)
10.2 (16.7)
12.35

21.9 (18.2)
29.9 (26.8)
20.1 (18.3)
17.8 (18.5)
18.6 (17.2)
20.9 (24.6)
21.53

28.7 (22.7)
26.1 (18.0)
3.0 (1.3)
15.1 (19.8)
12.5 (17.5)
10.8 (18.2)
16.03

18.4
18.8
8.9
14.3
11.6
13.9

itself. It can heavily distort main results of the original
speaker detection from the speech with the applied gender/age conversion. In correspondence with our assumption, modification of GMMs by additional data from the
transformed speech caused increase of the resulting original speaker detection accuracy and equalizing of differences between the results for different transformations as
documented in Fig. 6. This effect is greater using additional data from all four voice transformations. If only
the data from the current transformation are used, the
differences are partly preserved; however, the accuracy is
twofold. Both these effects are negative for our purposesthe original speaker should not be detected from the well
de-identified speech. Next, as we expected, the two-fold
cepstral analysis and parameterization for the forward
and inverse transformation combination degrades the resulting speech synthesis to some extent. The worst results of the original speaker detection accuracy were obtained for the gender transformation Ivtran1 (67/74%
for male/females speakers) with the greatest spectral
changes. The best results (very close to the pure resynthesis) corresponded to the age transformation Ivtran. Furthermore, the original speaker identification accuracy was
decreased not due to exchange between speaker classes
but due to wrong detection as the virtual class Not defined – compare numerical values in Table 6 and 7. Finally,
the summary mean original speaker detection accuracy is
still comparable with the one obtained from the applied
pure resynthesis-see Tab. 8.
The precise setting of the speech parameters is essential for the satisfactory original speaker detection accuracy from the sentences with applied four speaker
de-identification types. The lower the achieved original
speaker detection accuracy, the higher the successfulness
of the performed speaker de-identification. Table 9 shows
its values lower than 6 % for the M → F transformation
using the CZ&SK-DB (both voices), the TIMIT (male
voice), and for the Older transformation using the EmoDB (male voice). On the other hand, the effectiveness
of the applied age/gender transformation is low for relatively high original speaker detection accuracy (over 50%)
as shown in Fig. 5(b) in the case of the Y ounger transformation using the female voice F2 from CZ&SK-DB.
From these findings we can conclude that the applied

voice changes must respect the basic vocal tract parameters and the speech characteristics of the original speaker
used in the de-identification process.

5 Conclusion
From the main point of view, the basic motivation task
of finding the alternative to the standard listening tests
was fulfilled. The proposed and tested evaluation method
based on GMM approach is functional and produces usable results. The main disadvantage of the human evaluation lies in its subjectivity, lack of reproducibility (different obtained results for repeated tests), and dependence
on environment conditions. The human subjective evaluation is more complex, eg there is also great influence of
the current emotional state, the simultaneously perceived
visual stimuli, etc. It is always different from automatic
approaches based on statistical processing of speech features (spectral, prosodic, etc). On the other hand, the
stable automatic classification process (with well-trained
GMM models, correctly selected and used speech features, sufficient volume of the processed speech data, and
so on) gives the same results in the repeated experiments
independently of environment conditions.
The obtained results of the basic original speaker detection experiment were in correspondence with the proposed working hypothesis about lowering of the achieved
GMM recognition score for greater degree of de-identification by spectral and prosodic speech modifications.
However, the specificity of this research and comparison
lies in the fact that we primarily use the speech material
composed of the sentences uttered by the original Czech
and Slovak speakers. The parameters used for the gender and age conversion were proposed upon the phonetic
research [13-15]. The basic comparison of the original
speaker detection using the German and English speech
showed irrelevance of the language for determination of
the re-identification accuracy.
In future we plan to test successfulness of our deidentification method with the help of automatic speaker
verification/identification systems based on statistical approach based on universal background model (UBM)
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models or other favoured methods such as support vector machines, HMM, etc. Although the GMM-UBM has
often been used as a baseline to be compared with, in
our research only a very small number of speakers can be
used, so such a comparison cannot be done. Therefore we
must first collect a larger speech databases in Czech and
Slovak as well as in other languages.
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